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80 Amos Bertolacd 

similarities with the proof of God's existence in a work closely re
lated - in content and chronology - to the Ilahiyyat, the Kitiib al
Nagiit (Book of Salvation),42 the evidence internal to the Eiihiyyiit 
points rather'tpVIII, 1-3 as the place where the proof of God's ex
istence is offeted:---

Text 5: Avicenna, nahiyyiit ~ 3, 2I,~ [2330-24",] 
[a] You must know that, in fact, there is a method [conducive] to [show
ing] that the goal of this science is to attain a starting-point [of the exis
tence of reality] not after another science.43 [b] For there will appear to 
you later (ba'd) a pointer (iSara) [indicating] that we have a way of estab
lishing [the existence of] the First Principle, not on account of the method 
of inference from sensible things (tanq al-istidlal min al-umur al-ma~sasa), 
but rather on account of the method of universal and intelligible premis
es (rafiq muqaddimiit kulliyya 'aqliyya): [these premises] entail that existence 
must have a Principle which exists necessarily; exclude that It is mutable 
OI multiple in any way; and entail that It must be the principle of the uni
verse and that the universe derives necessarily from It according to its 
own order. [c] But, due to the weakness of our souls, we are not able to 
follow this demonsttative method (diilika al-!afiq al-burhanr) - which con
sists in proceeding from principles to consequences and from the cause to 

the effect - except in some groups of the ranks of the things that exist 
from them [i.e. from the principles], indisrinctly. 

Text 5 is not without difficulties." What is important for our 
purposes is the fact that in section [b] the proof of God's existence 

42. IliIhiyyat I, 6 is significantly similar to Chapter II, 12 of the Naiii.~ entitled «On 
establishing the existence of the Necessary Existent» (Ibn Sfua, Al-NagcU min al-farq 
fi ha&r al-4alaliit, ed. M.T. Danispazah, DaniSgah Tehran, Tehran 1985, 566.;). See 
the studies by Hourani, Rudolph and Marmura, mentioned above, notes 34-35, 
and the joint recourse to Najat and Ilahiyyiit I, 6 in Davidson, Prorfs JOT Eternity, 
289-298. 

43. Reading ta~rlu mubtada'in ia ba'da 'ilmin iibara., instead of ta&~flu mabda'in ilIa 
ba'da 'ilmin iibara (see Bertolacci, The Reception, 491). 

44. The deductive demonstrative procedure mentioned in section [c] refers ap
parently to the proof of God's existence in section (b]. But a deductive demonstra
tion of God's existence is, by its very nature, excluded, since God is uncaused (see 
Iliihiyyiit VIII, 4,3485.6 [43070-d). Two remarks are in order. First, in section [b] the 
contrast that Avicenna draws is not between an inductive and a deductive method 
(the fonner procedure is significantly called istidliil, "inference", rather than istiqrii', 
the usual term for "induction" in Avicenna), but rather between a method starting 
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is mentioned in connection with a topic (the derivation of the 
universe from the First Principle) that is totally absent in I, 6, and 
is dealt with only after VIII, 1-3, namely in IX, 1-5. The three 
themes referred to in section [b], on the contrary, nrinor quite 
precisely, albeit summarily, the series of topics of Ilahiyyat VIII-IX: 

"existence must have a Principle which exists necessarily" (VIII,I-3); 

"It is not mutable or mnltiple in any way" (VIII, 4-7); "It must be 
the principle of the universe and the universe detives necessarily 
from It according to its own order" (IX, 1-5). This indication is 
confirmed by at least four passages of lliihiyyiit VIII, which attest 
that Chapters VIII, 1-3 are the section of the I/ahiyyiit where the 
proof of God's existence is provided.45 Thus, even though we can
not exclude that the adverb "later", in section [b] of Text 5, refers 
immediately to Chapter I, 6 (i.e. to the argument that functions as 
proof of God's existence in the Nagat), this latrer is portrayed, at 

from sensible data (al-umuT aI-malJstlsa) and a method relying on universal and apti
ori premises (~arfq muqaddimat kttlliyya 'aqliyya, where 'aqliyya means "purely intel
lectual", "non-empirical"), regardless whether this latter is inductive or deductive. 
Second, the deductive demonstrative procedure mentioned in section [c] does not 
refer to all the topics covered by the method mentioned in section [b}, but only to 
the third of them, namely the fact that God is the principle of the tlniverse and the 
universe derives necessarily from Him according to its own order. In other words, 
the only part of metaphysics in which a deductive argumentation is possible, is the 
emanation of heavenly intellects, souls and bodi.es from the First Principle, not the 
proof of God's existence; even in this case, Avicenna says, the procedure is per
formed "indistinctlY', namely without absolute precision (see, for example, IX, 3, 
4019-l'1 [475:o.o-47636J). For examples of proofs based on primary and intelligible 
premises, regarding God's incorporeality and simplicity, see Avicenna. Ta'lrqjj~ ed. 
'A. Badawr, AI-Haya aJ-mi~riyya al-'amma li-l-kitab, Cairo 1973, 37r.u. 

45. VIll, I, 3274-5 [3765-ti]; «Since we have reached this point of our book, it is suit
able that we conclude it with the knowledge of the First Principle of all existence: 
whether- He exists (hal huwa mawgiidun) [ ... J J) (emphasis added); VIII, I, 32815 [3']8s~]: 
«[ ... ] the goal we pursue, namely establishing [the existence] (i[bat) of the First Cat/se» 
(empahsis added); VIII, 3, 3401t).11 [39369-7"]: «Chapter on shoWing the finiteness of 
the final and formal causes, on establishing [the existence 011 (ifbiit) the First Principle in 
an absolute manner [ ... ]» (emphasis added; cpo Marmura, Avicenl1a's Pro~{, 338 and 
note 6); VIll, 4, 34310· [397s.,}: «It has been established to YOll now {the e:<.;lstence of} lfa-qad 
[abata} something that is a Necessary Existent» (emphasis added). Cpo also I, 4, 270 [3076]. 
In Avicenna's Ta'lfqii~ 1734-7' the proof of God's existence is said to precede imme
diately the proof of His substantiality. In the Ilifhiyyii~ the proof of God's substan
tiality is provided in VIII, 4. 
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